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Foreword

Family violence, a problem as old as CainAnd Abel, ass at long last bfg looked upon as amatter which need not be settle exclusively withinthe family circle.

A number o4 leading individuals have seenfit to speak out recently in an effort to find asolution to this national problem. The recentconference in Memphis is an outst4pOing example of\Ahis effort, and the National Disftrict AttorneysAssociation is proud to have participated in it. Weheartily encourage the participants to continue theirefforts to control aild treat this problem, which strikesin so many ways at the roots of our society's elementalstructure, the family. We encourage readers of thisVictim Advocabe to work, by any means at etiheir command,e-to alleviate this problem in their communilies.

Let me say again that the National DistrictAttorneys Association is pleased to have taken part inthis importapt project.

Patrick F. Healy
Executive Director
National District Attorneys Association
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SEVER RECEK REASONS

WHY F\AMILY VIOLENCE CAS'ES

NEED TO BE RE-EVALUATED

Marlene Roan Eagle, a seven-months-pregnant American Indian in South
Dakota, stabbed her husband through the heart after he came ati her with a
broken broothstiT:k. It was established that he had beaten her on several.
occasions _and Roan Eagle was acquitted of 7rtler on the grounds that she
acte,d in self-defense.

Shivon McNearney was found innocent of murdering her husband. The
Marquette, -Michigan housewife fired a shotgun at him as he walked through the
front door. Police described her as a battered.housewife who had long been
abused. Marquette County Circuit Court Judge John E. McDonald said the
prosecution failed to prove she had not acted.in self-defense.

Evelyn Ware was found not guilty of murdering her husband after pleading,
self-defense in Orange County, California Superior Court. Ware shot him five la

times. Evidence of past beatings was used as part orher defense.

In Chicago, Juan Mialdonado was shot and killed by his wife, Gloria after
he beat his elght-year-dld son with a shoe. The State's)Attorney's office' .

, ruled there 'was "insufficient evidence" to warrant her prosecution.

A jury in the rural town of Bellingham, Washington acqUItted Janice
Horpbtickle of first-degree murder. One night, after her husband beat her and
threatened her at knife-point, Hornbuckle grabbed a shotgun from her teenage
son, a high school student body president, and shot her husband. She had
previously sought police protection on several occasions. ,

. Jennifer Patri, a Sunday school teacher and PTA president, claimed self-
defense,when 'she went to trial in Waupaca, Wisconsin. For years, she was
beateg and sexually abused by her auto-repairman husband. He had also molested
their twelve-yearold daughter, and at the time of the killing she had started
divorce proceedings. When her husband entered their house one day, Petri shot
him, burled his.body in an adjacent smokehouse, and set her house on fire,
according to her lawyer, Alan Eisenberg.

Roxeknne Cay, wbodow of Philadelphia Eagles defensive lineman Blenda Gay
was charOd with stabbing her 6-foot-5, 255-pound husband to death in
December, 1976. Records show she repeatedly called police for protection
from beatings by him, but, the officers merely told him to Walk around the
block to cool off -- and dn one occasion they ended up talking football with
him. 4
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Acts of famil)r violence have been occuring since 04-family
unit began. 4 hasn't been untilirecently, however, that Our
newspapers across the country have taken notice and spoken out.
The general feeling has been that "this is a family problem
that should be bettled by the family.'

Recent crime statistics indicete 31% of homicides occur 'in the )

family, and of these, approximately half are between spouses.
The FBI has stated that 20% of the pblice officers killed in
the line of duty died while answering family disturbance calls.
Many feel these figures are not accurately reflecting the real
number of situations. Literally thousands of spousal abuse

,eases go unreported.

The NDAA Commission on Victim Witness Assistance has recognized
the need for prbsecutors to re-evaluate,this type of case before
it turns to homicide. We feel strongly about the need to have
the prosecutor evaluate and use the community services available
to the office in handling these cases.

It's ha ening in your community.

We hope this final issue of the Victim Advocate will assist you
in recognizing the areas to be considered, and urge you to
beconie aware of the needs in handling such sensitive cases.

The Commission Amends Marge gotes, the Center for Women Policy
Studies, and Jeannie Niedermeyerei Law Enforcement Assistafice
Administration, for their foresight in helping to bring these
issues into the open. We are very pleased to be a part of the
initial groundwork in giving the necessary re-evaluation .to this
problem facing each prosecutor.

If we can assist you with further information, please don't
hesitate to contact us:

Nan all Freeman
r'

Project Director t

Commisaion on VictiM Witnesa Assistance

Shrevaport,Louigiana National District Attorneys Association

gplorOp_OpM140, OW0,109. .

4?., Thorns.
Inlek ONO

#lAII

Anat California
L, Savor

....140frento, ryland '
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CENTER FOR WOMEN POLICY STUDIES
2000 P ITNIIT. N.W., UITS 500

WASHINGTON. D. C. 20030

(1010 1171-1770

October 25; 1978

Dear Reader:

The role of the prosecutor in spouse assault cases was the subjct
of a conference organized by the National-District Attorneys As-'
sociation (NDAA) and the Center for Women Policy \ptudies (CWPS)
in Memphis, Tennessee, September 25-28, 1978. Th4 conference orig-
inated out of the need expressed by prosecutors for ssistance in
developing comprehenSive strategies to respond to spo se assault
cases. Funds for the conference were made available y the NDAA
Victim Assistance Commission through a grant from the LEAA Special
Program Division in support of its Victim/Witness and Family Vio-
lence Programs. -

The primary objective of the conference was to reach a consensus
as to how these cases- should be managed by prosecutors. The Cen-
ter for Women Policy atudies,made up tentative agenda of issues1to be discussed at the conference and\, he participants were given
an opportunity to refine the Agenda, a scuss the iSsues and make
suggestions as to various resolutions. -The deliberations and de-
cisions of the participatory group are 'nrnthesized in this NDAA
publication and will be distributed by fNhe NDAA and the .CWPS
Clearinghouse on Family Violence.

The second objective of the meeting was t bring' about an exchange
o,information among prosecutors from the 7 cities where LEAA-
funded projects.are dealing with fzimily vt lence. An approximately
equal number of other program managers, evaluators, mediators,
legal services attorneys and social scientiksts were also invited
to broapien the perspective and widen the range of expertise. A
list of-the participants follows. /

. The report of the conferepce was written by Terry FrOmson, aq,Attor-
ney with Community Services, Inc., in Philadelphia, who acted a9 a
consultant to CWPS for this purpose. The problem .statement which
prefaces it was authored by`blane Hamlin, our Clearin'ghouse,Direc-
tor.

Sincerely,,

Magait Oates
Prect Director
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INTRODUCTION

Violence in the familY is emerging as a sqcial crisis .of -*

',tremendous dimensions. Assault between spouses (a-tecm which

used here to include- cohabiting, sexual partners who4
. ,

'are not m4rried) is a part of this probleM which recently has

'been brought to attention by-the women's1 movement. While as

many men are killed by.their wives as women by their husbands,

long-term physical abuse betWeen spouses is.almost always per-...

petrated by the man. For that reason, the victini" be _

referred,to i \his paper as female: Sitilarly, the problem

has come to be known 08 wife-beating.
r

Thisphenomenon is attributed in iakge part to the way
. 0

men and women are socialied to behave. Persons who are in-

volved in such violence over time, and those other members

of society Who see this behavior as normal, often accept as

desirable the gender-based stereotypes of the dominant,

"4r

aggressive male and tpe passive, subMissive female.

P 4
The same Attitudes which give rise to spouse assault

hav prevented social systems from intervening in it. Police,

prOsecutors, 5udges and-juries, along with phy4idians, social

aworkerS and other helping professions have 1?een accused of )

ignoring the plight of battered women. Indeed a recent study

noted thzit 56 Of. the 60'battered women studied were
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A

identitieb'from a (iroup presenting symptoms ot physical

illness only because a physician specifically asked whether

they had' beri beaten.1

The conferees in Memphis were representative ot a

tgrowing number of persons associated with the justice

*system who viant to improve their tesponse to citses of spouse

assaults. It was foreseen that the efforts of these highly

motivated and skilled professionals would be hampered by

the dearth pf'reliable information concetning both the

nature and4extent of spouse assault and ways in which to

intervene successfully in a violent relationship. Knowledge

in this area is extremely limitedand sometimes overpowered

by 'myths and un upported assumptions.

For this reason; Dr. Murray Straus of the University of

New Hampshire, a sociologist expert in this field, was
(4-

invited to explain to the participants What his research has

disclosed about "spouse abuse,"a term which includes

pysical acts.such as slaps and shoves falling short ot tlhe

vel-"Of violence which ordinarily shows up in the justice

systeM. The following Tgestions and answers incorporate

much of that session in Memphis and include other research

findings as well: 11

1 4



What is the nature of spbuse assault? Spouse,assault is-
,

rarely an isolated violent episode, but more often follows a

pattern in which the attacks increase in both severity and

frequency if they go unchecked. ln such situations, spouse

assault cases too often result in homicides. A Kansas. City

police study found that in 85% of 'the homicide ca- agqravot,red

assault cases seen from 1972-73, the police had been 'Called td

the home once befoi:e. In almost 50% of those ases, they had

previously been called fivd times or more. 2 T)n 1975, FBI

Crime'Reports recorded-20,5l0,murders in the United States.

About two-thirds'of these killings were committed by people

who were relatives or friends of-the victim. One spouse ki17

ling another accounted tor over half of the family homicides,3

The problem of spouse assault is exacerbated by its

familial context. Society is reluctant to acknowledge the
0

existence of violence in the its image If

the family as a haven Of love andiluturrance is so much-more

desirable. Society also regards the man as the head of his

household with legitimate power over the woman and children

he ,supports.. While it is unacceptable behavior to hit.a

stranger One encounters on' the street, some people, deem strikip

a taMily Member appropriate when it iS dpne "ton-the good"

. of the person punished. This attitude has resulted in the

marriage license being viewed as "a hitting license." Further-

more, public policy discourages governmental incursions imto

15
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the privacy of the home as is reflected in the saying, "a

man's home is his castle." Aite... famous Kitty Genovese

murder case is emblematic oT this differing stydard of ac-

ceptability for violefit behavi8-r. When quizzed about their .

lack of response to her pleas ror help, many of the wiAnesses

tO the homicide justified their non-interference by cfaiming

they thought thdassailant was the victim's husband.4

What is the e-xtent of the problem? A recent

study of a nationally repreentative sample of 2,143

couples fouAd the following:

for the twelve month-period preceding the
interview, 3.8 percent of the respondents
reported'one or more physical attacks which
fall under the operationa1definition of
wife-beating. Applying this incidence rate
to the approximately 47 million couples
in the United States, means that in any one
year vproximately 1.8 m Ilion wives are being
beaten by their husbands

In addition., 28% oc the couples urveyed experienced at

least one violent episode during gheir relationship.

Murray Stralls, dne of the researchers, considers these

statistics as undekestimateslo6ca'use'of tte selfreporting

..nature of the survey. He cites,failure of memoiy.and'

reluctance to admit violent acts as some ot the major

,reasons for skepticism, and concludes "that the true in-

'cidence Kate is-probably closer-tb 50 or 6'0 percent of

ail couples than it is to the 28% who were willing to

describe violent acts in a mass' interview sprvey."6
.

ktf
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A researcher investigating divoece bctions similarly

found that 37% of wives initiating divorce actions in the

study cited physical abuse as one of their co4p1aints.7

Local statistics also bear out the finding that spouse

abuse is widespread. For instance, in 1973, 14,671 cases

of wife beating were reported in New York State three

times the number of reported. rapes. In Atlanta, Georgia,

60% of all cAlls received on the police night shift are re-

ported domestic disputes. At Boston City Hospital, approxi-

mately-70% dt the assault victims received in the emergency

room are Women who have been attacked in the home.- The

police department in St. Paul, Minnesota, makes written reports,

on apprdximately 10070q.fe beating episodes each week,and

this figure dov not include police responses to domestic

incidences in which the woman decides not to press charges,8

In Wilbraha-m, Massachusetts, the staff of Heart House, a

shelter, repOted that during August 1978, 117 women and

children came to them; duriqg the first week of Octobier 1978

approximately 50 womer). and children ma-de use of the

facility. 9

Cumu1ativi3tly, these data illustrate that spouse abuse

is both a local and a national problem. The repercussioris

Of the probleM extend beyond the boonds of one family or a
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single relationsriip. The acceptance ot spouse abuse today has

the Potential to increase incidence rates of vioience in families

tor suc essive generations. Researchers have beguil to confirm

the exiEitence of a "cycle of violence." Thus, children who wit-

ness violent acts between their parents or who are the victims of

parental violeYice Often grow up to become the wife abusers

and chil abusers of their generation. A British'study of

Abusive husbands revealed that over one-half the hUsbands

had)ritnelsed their itthers assaulting their mothers. 10

I

A recent +port which estimated that there are one million
1

abused apttneglected children in the United-States also

noteattha.t 'an 2Q% of the' child abusewases a spouse was also

being 6ssaulted. 11 Research needs ,t0 be conducted to determine

more specifically the nature of vidlence actoss gelerations.

Yet preliminary findings indiowite that thejustice

and Iocial services systems hitve an important role to play

in -curtailing.violence in tbe family.

Mho are the.victims of spouse abuse? Thib best informätion.

available at-the present time on tile victims of spouse abuse

is foUnd in the writings of academics and professionals who

are analyzing data obtained from residents of shelters.

-Demographic profiles indidate that victims come from varying

ethnic, groups and generally fall between the ages of twenty

.and 'Sixty. A wide varie'ty of .edlicational backgrounds and

\

religious upbringings are\represented.
Q

t'
7 4'

\

4
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Psychological, inventories reveal that low self-esteem,

a negative self-imago, a lack of self-confidence and depres-

sion are chaxacteristics shared by many adult victims Of

abuse. unstabl family lives marred the childhood of many

of these women.

Vctims of spouse ass&ult may have unrealistic or

stereOtypic expectations of .hemselve-s.and their marriages:

Often, they have entered the marriage expecting it to serve

as a panacea tor all their problems. Most of these women

believe the man should be the head of the house and ele major

breadwinner. The balance of pOwer in the marriage relation-

ship is clearly weighted in the husband's favor. The social

lives of these.women are often directed by the husband as

Victims liky have difficulty expressing 'theiir teelings

and emotions.appropriately: Yet i study compa/ing battered

with `tbattered wOmen found that it was the nonbattered,

women were.more inclined to oppose someone ,physically

or verbally. By 'cOntrast, the batteredVomen were "more plpt

to submit to rules and.orders,even when it does not please,*

them:'12 This finding runs counter to 'the belief of many

uninformed people that women who ate.beaten by their husbands

are r$belrious artg abUsive themselves.

leY

0

0
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It should be remembered that such fidndings are clearly

tentative and that prosecutors will encounter battered women

of many different personality types.

1

Why dO battered women stax? The question is one asked

frequently.by professionals who encounter victims of spouse

abuse in their work. One answer is that not all of them do.
10.

Many women extricate themselves from violent relationships

withou-s.eeking the help of the police or.district attorney.

These women otten have the advantage of.a strong support sys-

teAl of friends and'family and they are not economically

dependent upon their abOser4.

Many battered women initially remain in the relationship

because they love their mate and believe him when he says he

will change. P call to the,police is oftwn a call only to
wr..0

have an outside authorily figure stop the beatings. When the

man.is aflowedi\tO remain in tne home, such caUs may have

the effect of triggefing retaliatory beatings, even mote

severe than the initial violence.

Battered women who remain.with their abusive partners

over 'a period of time otten do so because they pei*ceive-the

criminal justice syptem as a last resort and will seek. help
\J

.tilere qnly in extremf desperation. Such women are likely

io have no means of hupporting themselves, and are highly

9 9,



emotion/idly dependent on their husbands. Many of them live'

social/1.y isolated from friends and family. Theft- isolationm,

flomay pe imposed by/the abuser out of possessiveness and

.10 usy, or may be self-imposed from shame about visible

- s .of the bettering.

A woman who stays experie ces deep feelings of power-

lessness and immdbilizing fear. She may heliev'e she has no

alternatives, particularly if there are po shelters in the

area or if-she has met with insensiti-'ve or ineffective

treatment by police or social service agencies wii4h-she has

attempted to find help. Over a period (Ay time, these/feelings

can lead to psychological paralysis. .-They cah also culminate

in a desperate, self-defensive homicide.
/4

Either reaction may be grounded in a realistic assess-

mbnt of the capacity of the'justice and social service systems

to aid her in her plight. Either may also stem frQj a fear

of retaliation by her spouse, should her efforts'to extricate

herself permangintly prove unsuccipsful. These realitiescon-
, 4

trast with thedries of early psychologists who claimed that

women who stayed in violent situations were innately masochistic.

A recent study explored the manner in which feelings of power-

lessness,fdr from being inherent.in'women,are created by early sex-

-role socialization. Women are still often'trained in the mode of

.43
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helplessness as a method of attracting men and male ationtion.

As a result, even women who are well-educated and professionally

ambitious may utilize traditional, deferential behavior in

their relationships with men. Such women give much control and

power to the men with whom they haventimatb relationships.

The pt-opensity to "being a victim repeatedly is socially.learned

behavior."11 The result often is that the victim justifies

or rationalizes the violence by concluding either that she

degerves to be beaten because she is bad or provocative, or

that the abuser'is not responsible-6ecause he is under stress,

unemployed, alcoholic, etc.

Q

The justice :system can play a crucial rble in aiding

women to e?,ctricate themselves from violent' i-elationships.

Equally important is the czdalyst function the justice system

can have in restoring to them a sense of self-esteem and

their individual value as human beings.

Who are the abusers? The sparse information available on
1*-!,

'-..obusive husbands indicates that they represent a wide variety

ofethnic and religious backgroonds They are,of all ages

and ll educational backgrounds. A sample of 70 abusers

revealed that "55 percent of the men we raised in families

in which one or both parents were al hold.c. And, at least

63 percent either witnessed or experienced physical,abuse
14while they: were growing up: Similarly, eiBritish stvdy of

-



abugive nusbands revealed that 74% ot thAl had a drinking

problem and that over one half of them had witnessed their

fathers assaulting thtlir mothers15,

Service providers who work with adult abusers describe

them as often having a-negative self-image, a lack of

ability to be oPen about their feelings, and -- in fact'

very little.understanding of their true feelings.
P .

They often lack'maturity and,like their-mates, may have

unrealistic expectations of Marrigge. They tend to repress

anger,and they may feel oppressed by-circumstance; beating

their wive8 may give them a chance to be..the oppressor rather

than theioppressed.

Wifebeaters may feel guilty or ashamed of their brutality

and thus may deny their behavior. Or, they may feel that

their actions are justified and acceptable as a mode of con-

trolling their wives. ,If thim is the case, they may not

feel eitl+r ashamed or guilty, and will appear mystified that

the justice system considers them criMinals.

Role of alcohol in ,abusive behavior. Historically,

conventional wisdom has assumed a simple cause and effect

associotion between violence and alcohol. Similarly, many

battered women believe that their liusbands' drinking causes

them to be abusive, and that.if they could stop them from

drinking, the violent behavior would cease.
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Yet recent research indicAtes that the relationship

between alcohol'and abusive behavior is considerably more

complex. In many relationships, spouses may drink without

ever display'ing aggressive behavior.- In other relationships,

where no one uses alcohol, violence nevertheless occurs: ln

still other tamilies, violence may occur bOth when the offender

is drinking and when the offender is sob'6't. Thus, the great

range ot individual behavior when drinkingpresent undercuts

the notion of a cause and effect relationsh4 between violence

and alcohol.

The igh incidence of intrafamily violence in situations

where al ohol is present may be linked to twO iMportant

'functions of alcohol. Several researchers suggest that

drinking may serve as a vehicle for neutralizing or disavowing

inappropriate behavior displayed in hitting a-family member.

In order to sustain the image of one's self,as norMal, individuals

may invoke their drunkenness tO explain their behavior tq others.

Secondly, drinkers may use the commonplace notion df

alcohol causing "Out of character" behavior so that they will
,

not be held responsible f r'their actions in order to shift

' the blame for violence frcm themselves to the effects of al-

cohol. Drinkers use these tactics to.deny their behavior to

themselves: "Thus, individuals who wish to carry out violent/

acts (may],become intoxicated in order to carry out the violent

act.
"16

.13
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Finally, those Most closely involved with research on

family violence issues cite the need for research,which has

the relationship of alcohol tO.familsr\vlolence as its

primary component before a2fufl understanding of i,ts role in

spousal a'ssault is achieved.

What methods of.intervlption are effective in stopping

spouse assault? Social service agencies, emergency rooms, law

enforcement officials and shelter-staffs are experimenting

with variod methods of interyening in spouse assault.

Because the problem is A relatively recent issue ofpublic

concern, these interventions are l'argely experimenta),. Much
0,

evaluation and analysis needs to lbe conducted to determine

which modes are best' for which cases-
3

k.
The Law Enforcement AsSi tance Administration (LEAA) is

currently working on these issues through its Family-Viole.nce

Peogram. The Family Violence Program offers a source of

funding for model programs attempting to provide innovative

criminal justice interventions. The Center Lor Women Policy

Studies is eslosely observing the development of these programs

4nd should be contacted for further information.

9
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INTRODUCTION

The.role of the prosecutor in spouse assault cases, as

with other crimes, is limited. The police, on one Ond of

the chronology.of a case, and the court7,oirthe other, have a

hand in determining the disposition of a ca e. Nevertheless,

it is within the discretion of the prosecuto make .deci-

sions that will affect the quality of juStiCe delivered in

intrafamily assault cases. It is also within the purview

of.that office td make ce'rtain changes in administrative-pro-
..

cess which will permit spouse assault victims a choice of

remedies,in addition to or as alternatives to prosecution.

This is.a document of the discussion,which took place

in Memphis amOng:a roughly equal number of prosecutors and

other persons .,inVolved in-resolving violent.interspdusal dis-

putes. It was acknowledged there that the state 6f the art
"in this field does not permit us to write -a prescriptive report.

Neiertheless, it is hoped that the ideas and opinions shared f

there will,proVide insight and guidance' to persons refponsible

for_prosecuting assaults which occur in the family.



I. HOW APPROPRIAT IS CRIIMINAL PROSECUTION IN SPOUSE
'ASSAULT CASES?

The most serious cases of spOuse assault are treated

and prosecutea like'stranger assaults. This means filing

a charge with,intent to go to trial, to obtain a conviction
vo

and. to, affect a punitive disposition.. Beyortd the most hei-

nous cases, however, it is questionable whether most or all

spoqse assault caSes should be treated and prosecuted in the

same way as equally serious cases of physical violence between

strangers. The prosecutors who participated in the confer-

ence generally agreed that sponse assault is just as crimi-

,,1
nal as violent condult between other peOp&and should not

be treated less seribusly by the criminal justice systqm.

The cOnclusion was reached in spite of the fact that.pros-

ecuting more domestic violence cases will require a -11-ealloca-

tion of the scarce resources available to prosecutors. The

arguments considered in favor of and agairist what we will

term traditional prosecution follow.

The position that traditionl prosecution is not always

apprOpriate in spouse assault cases is supported by two argu-

mentp. One is that spouse assault is primarily a personal

problem t4at is often more effectively treated by spcial ser-

vice methods which *emphasize conflict resolution apd rehabili-
.

tation.' The second argument is that traditional prosecution

9IV 9
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has been tried and has failed. ft re s in neither deter--

rence-nor punishment, because uncooperative victim-witnesses

who fail to appear It trial, and police offiders, judges and

juri98 Who refuse to recognize thetcriminal nature of the'

'acts, make prosecution', convictian and punishment impassible.

It is further argued that prosecution/Only aggravates the

conflict between the parties, escalat s the violence and re-2'

stricts the, use of more'effeCtive alternatives.

4.,11
In the absence of data to support the artjuments agai'nst

prosecutTiopin others urge'traditional prosecution of spouse

assault cases. Those who favor'such prosecution view .violence,

whether beteen family members or strangers, as behavior which

must Aot be tolerated. They believe the criminal justice sys-

tem.is responsible for stopping such crime, protecting citi--

zens and helping to shape soctal values. They argue that
-

prosecutors must take responsibility for improving witnessA,.

cooperation and educating judges and juries to the criminal

'nEAure of Spouse assault so-that they can fulfill their gen-
4.

,
eral function of protecting all members of society from crimi-

nal activity.

The propOnents of t(his view also disagree with t e pro-
.

position stated above that traditiAnal prosecution has been-

tried arid proven ineffective th regard to spouse assault.

Many people working on 't problem fee.1 that prosecvtibn is rare-

ly vigOrouqly pursued until sOmeohe has been seriously injured ,

Of

30
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or kilned. -Theq say that the usual criminal justice system ro-e

sponse to spouse assault is a referral to social services.

Although it was hgreed that very little is known about the

capacity, of the criminal justice system to deter crime, a

strong argument was:made that it can operate as e,ffectively,

aciainst-spciuse assault as against any other farm of crime.

In that regard, we know that peOple,do not want to be punished

and that they cannot hurt others if they are incarcerated,

These conclusioX conerning the deter'rent value of pro-

secution are supported by the experiences of people working

with spouse abuse cases. They say- that frrst offenders who

have had no prior experieheekwith the criminal justice system

are deterred by the threat of prosecution, punishment ..and

dqmage to reputation. The ones-who are not deterred frop

future criminal activity-are those who have had prior involve-,

merit with the system and who know that it often will.not'act

upon)its threats.

Some suggest that traditional criminal prosecution is

even more appropriate and should bb pursued more vigorously

in spouse abuse cases than in other assault'cages. This sug-
,

gestion is based on the high rate of'xecidivism, the inoreas-

ing severity of each repeated assault and the effect of spouse

abuse on children. Strong action isnecessary early in the

spiral of violnCe to stop it effectively.

31
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TI. MOW TO DECIDE W11ICH4CASES TO PROSECUTE

-

The following considerations are suggested as relevant

to a decision to prosecute a spouse assault case. There are

no data to support the use of these criteria Snd some dis-

agreement as to the -weight to be given each in the fiAlal

decision.

S.

A. .krobability of Conviction.\ The probability of con-

Viction is an important consideration in any decision to pro- "

secute. It is determined by assessing the -presence of the
es

3.

elements of a legAlly sufficient case, the severity of the
A

411.

offense (degree of injury a nd number of times repeated the

zqtitude of the victim, the timeliness of the complaint, the

defendanes'prior convictio43, the extent of corroboration
e Ar

and the circumstances precipitating the assault. Unfortunately,

the probable attitudes of the jUdge and jury,members are often

. considerpd as well. If the prosecutor redicts'that they will be

19"(

unsyivathetic to the complainant, a decision against prosecution

may follow.

Some prosecutors would make the ltkelihood of conviction ,

thealetermining factor in decid?ing to prsecute. . They be-

lieve that in all crimes' the resources of their offices must

not be-wasted where acquittal is-a-near certainty, even though

it may be'the result Of onexcusable ignorance or tias on the

part of ,the jury. With respect tO spouse ssault cases, the



proponents of this view also feel th t by prosecuting only

those cases apt to result In conviction (which upually will

be the most,serious ones) a prosecutor can 'educate the court

,and the public to the fact that spouse dSsault is a crinw.

Win?ang convictions in the most serious cases will set a

precederit, for successfUl pros'ecution and make it possible

eventually tc. convince juries that convic on is warranted
\

in the less severe cases. Conversely, an acquittal confirms

-the public's beli6f that spouse assault is not a crime.

Many arguments are made ag404-st this strategy. If, as

many prosecutors assertthe probability of conv4.ctlon is

low in spouse assault cases (there are no data to ind&ate
wh6ther or not this isitrue) this low conviction rate is

likely'to b,ased tn /large part on Societal and judicialN!
prejudice 'tigainst theSe complaints rather than the actual

merits of eachcase. Use of the covictiovrate as a guide

to prosecution only serves to rei3abrce a system that responds
,

inappropriately to spouse assoult. Prosecutors should Rot

fail to do their job just because judges, pries and social

agencies db not do theirs.- If the statutory elements of a

crime are present, it is the prosecutor's duty tp prosecute.

It is also the /prosecutor's responsibility to help.alc.ite

judges amI.:juries.
( )

0.

k.

Anothe'r argurent against,usinv the likelihood of cquit
1,

judge and juryjhostility to determine-whether to file ,a

4Irt.

N11,
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charge is that an,opportunityfor effective intervention

may be missed. This is important because spouse assault

is a,crime that is often repeated and frequently increa4ps
t

in severity with each repetition. By not interVening the

pthsecutor is perm ting the repetition to occur and will

most likely spe the case.return to the system in a more

egregious form. The act of.filing a crimiAl complaint,

even if it is eventually dismissed, may be sufficient to'

deter some persons from committing further criminal acts.

This 1 known to be true especially in smaller cities

and towns,' where reputation is very important, and in cases

involving first offenders, who have no real knowledge-of

the chances of convictiofi. Of course, this,tactic should

only be used where a legally sufficient caseexists.

B. The Victim's,Wishes. It is generaqy agreed that
4

the victim shbuld haw an Opportunity to articulitte her

goal17.1witt17Teard tcP-t. violent rqlationship and that these

, should be taken into consideration in the decision to prosecute.
Jt

If a victlm wants to end her relationship with and to punish,

her attacker, prosecution may be appfopriate; where the vi'c-

...
ti_m_lnts to stTy with the assO.lant but"to end the abusive

6ehavior, another disposition_may be more helpful to her.
,.

'If the offenr is Ilery.serious 6ut the victim does not want

Th
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to ta e punitive action, a few prosecutors feel that prosecu-

tion, s nevertheless necessary to fulfill thetv role as pro-

tectors of public safety.

The importance of acquiririg,an informed decision by the

victim as to her intentions is to be emphasized. Not all

victims who enter the criminal justice system understand .how it

functions, what it can do and how it
4
affects a complainant. When

0

they enter the system seeking protection from a police department,

they may not anti6ipate going forward with a case.. Such vic-

tims.should be lully informed-bf the options available within

and without the judicial syitem and giyen an oppOrtunity to

make their own choice of the options .they wish to pursue.

r
C. The Likdlihood of Victim Cooperation. The observa-

,
(

tion that many victims change their minds about prosecuting

and drop out after a charge is filed has led prosecutors to

cAnclude that the likelihood of victim cooperation is a

critical factor in determining whether to prosecute. They

feel that certain f%4kbtOrs are valiid indicators of`victim co-

Operation. A victim is. more likely to be cooperative in the
'4 -

following circumstances:

1. The victim has or i*S planning to get a divorce

or -paratione

the abuse has been very severe.

3. 'The children have been abused 9r threatened.

p.

(.

414,



4. The victim has realistic4 irctations of the

criminal justice system (delays, continuances,

the trauma of trial).

5- The vicLim has mAde prior unsuccessful attempts

to get'help to stop the abuse and sees no other

,alternative to prosecution',

Other prosecutore feel very strpngly that the presumption

-that a victiM will not cooperate based on such criteria is an

invalid excuse for not prosecuting. They argue .that such

e 'speculation ignores the fact that some reasons for victim non-

cooperatkon 7- such as long continuances, impersonal contact with

prosecutors, and the victim's klack of protectidp pending trial

are failurs of the 6ystem which should ,be corrected.

Participants also noted that the attention focused on vic-

tim noncooperation has proba'b1ypwied the existence\pf a\
"self-fulfilling prophecy" in spouse assault cases. Tha., is,

\if prosecutors believia that these complainant's are apt tomirop

charges, the prosecutors in fact become less encouraging and

supportive of victims of spouse assault and, thus, subtly en\-.

courage them'not to follow through with prosecution.

D. The Victim's Agreement to Live Apart from the Abuser.

The suggestIon tha the prosecutor file criminal charges only%

'in cases in wliich the victim intends to live apart from the

abuser is the Subject of much disagreement. Those who favor

'such a preconOtion to prosecution argue that it wou4ld increase

36
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the chances of cooperation by.assuring the victim greater safe-

1

ty. It would also enhance the chances of conviVon by judges
s.A

and juries who find it both amusing and frustrating to learn

that the abused person still rdsides with the abuser.

There is strong reaction against such a requirement how-

ever, b cAuse it would be unfair' to a Niictim who cannot leave

home because she has no Other place to go. It also has the

effect of telling the abuser that 4 is acceplable to beat

someone so lon9 as you continue to live together.

A third alternative is sug9ested. A prosecutor could file

a charge even i9 the victim'is still living with the.abuser,,

if the victim indicates that she wants to leave or separate.

.The legal system could help the victim\by requiring-the man to

vacate the house as a condition of bond \or/probation or by

use of injunctive relief. A similar resUlt would then be ac-

complished without unnecepsary stress on the victam..

E. The Availability of Alternative Programs. There is

6 difference of opinion concerning utilizing the aVa-ilability

of diversion programs as a criterion in making the decision

o to'proseWute. One view favors consideration of alternatives

because they might provide a better solution to the underlying

problems. At the extreme of this view, some prosecutors believe
Y

that alternatiVe solutions are always More'effectiye with Spouse

aisault cases and thqt one Should only prosecute those that

cannot be diverted.
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The opposing view is that the existence of alternative

. programs should not affect the decirion to prosecute at all.

The concern is that proseciitors would, if permitted, divert

all. spouse abuse cases and never prosecute. is felt that

such a criterion also implies that spouse assault cases are

not as serious as other cases.

F.

4

Relationship of the Parties. U. is generally agreed

that the fact that the victiii and assailant are spouses or

friends is not an appropriate consideration in deciding whe-

ther to prosecute.. If the case is one in which the prosecu--

toir would otherwise clearly prosecute an.k the victim wishes
V

to,do so, thexelationship between the parties is not a rea-
r

son to wi,thhold prosecution.

,

HOW TO ASSURE VICTIM COOPERATION

Althbugh there are nb data to shOw that victims,fail to
,

cooperate more in spoUse assault cases thah \i.n stranger vio-
,

\,4ce cases, it is agreed that many victims donot follow

through in spo-use assault cases. There i$ alsd genei)al con-
k

sensus about the reasons for lack of victim cooperation. Some.

of these are faults within the system, such as Ole failure
'

Xo
1

inform the victim about the criminal system, the long delays,

the impfersonal contacts with the'-ptpsecutor and the ineffective

charging and sentencing, _of the perpetratbrs. Others are the
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victim's fear of further injury and lack of independent, iious-,

ing and financial resources. These are caused by the absence

of legal protection pending trial as well as eke lack of in-
. *

terface with 'support services. Onde it is recognized that

prosecution id appropriate in spouse agsault cases, it follows

that prosecutors must make.ehanges in the criminal process

and 'make cooperative ties witli support services to assure

better witness cooperation.

The,following measures are.recommended:

1. CaseS which involve serious threat of future hai'm

sliould,be expedited through the judicial process

tq reduce the chance that the victim-witness might

drop out prior to t.rial because of the danger oE

further asdault. Where delays> and continuances

are necessary the judges should be requested to ad-

monish the Al.buser not to abuse4or threaten the vic-

,Iti10.

2. SoMe kind of victim-witness support or advocate pro-
,

gram should. be instituted in prosecutors' offices

to inform victims about the criminal process, refer

them to necessry support services, and assure safety

sand economic subsistence pending triaa.

3. Special care should be taken in interviewing and

handling battered spouses, because the cases in-

volve more sensitive considerations than most other
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types of oases.

Prosecutors should initiale training sessions to

sensitize their staffs to theespecial characteris-
r

.tics of spouse assault.

5. C.,/ritten matetial providing information about avail-

able legal and nonlegal alternatives should be

furniShed by the prosecutor's office.

6. Protection should be provided pending trial. Where
,-

a high risk of future injury is established prosecu-

,tors should discover a a disclose to the victim

IP
\

what types of legal p totection will be granted and

enforced in their jurisdictiop. For example, some

jurisdictions permit bond to be conditioned on stay-
14

ing away from the victiM or Vacating the home. It

is recommended that prosecutors take it upon them-

selves to initiate legislation which would provide

m adequap_relief where it cannot currently be obtained.

HOW TOOVERCOME PROOF AND EVIDENTIARY PROBLEMS

The evidentiary and proof issues differ among jurisdic-

Ntions, but the' following are problems which may arise in spouse

assault aseS.
,

,

A. ompetency of Spouses to Testify. Some jurisdictions

s,werleyzestrict the right of spouses to tes*.ify against one

another. The laws differ among the.fifty states, but most

4 0
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jurisdictions provide an exceptioh for victims-of assaUlts by

their spouses. The legislation should be examined in each

jurisdiction and, if necessary, amended to permit spouses ta
N testify against each:Other in'spOse assault casesu

.,

4 A

B. Evidence 'of Injury.- The need to prove injury ih any

case involving 0 violent crime is a particular problem in.SpOuse
;',W;

assault cases becaus'e there are lisually no Witnesses to-the

incident. Embarrassment may inhibit a vtctim from getting medi

cal .t.tention; medical records may not reflect the cause of

the injury ;It is important to refer, victims for medical help,

to:obtain photOgraph6 of the,injury and to subpoena medical re-
.,

cords,

.I)A addition, legislation requi"ring mandatory record keep'-

ing of spouseassault cases by hospitals and doctors with the-

informed ccinspnt'of the victim might be considered. Such laws

wbuld increase the care taken by physicians in maintaining ac-

curate. and complete records and would also help increase the

lkevel of awareness of spouse-assault within the medical profes-,

ior\. They wbuld-provide records0Opih would be admissable

to document abuse in cases in which doctors are unwilltng or

unable to testify.

. 'WHAT EfFECTIVEDISPOSII'IONS ARE AVAILABLE UPON PROSECUTION?

it

Reqemmending an appropriate dispoSition in spouse assault

cages is a difficult task for a prosecutor. Judges are
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reluctant to incarcerate men who are responsible for thtt

financial support of a wife and family. The victim also may

,not want'to have th abuser imprisoned. Yet, to 17,6 effective,

the disposition must impress upon the abuser the ,Wrongfianess

of his conduct.

Thes following alternative moles of dispositi6n are sug-
,

gested!

1. Incarceration on weekends r nights is used in
#

some jurisdictions, becabr;e the abuser can still

.hold a job and provide financial support while

being punished severely enough to deter future

violent conduct.

The offender can be put on probation with certain

conditions. Staying.away from the spouse and vacat-

ing the home areappropriate conditions where there

is a high risk of future injury. Such risk may be

measured by the extent of injury to the ifictim or

family, the defendant's prior record of violent acts,

the existence of drug, alc or mental problems,

and the complainant's ass Pment of the risk. Other
*

conditions may include a curfew, or maintenance of

employment. Financial restitution of out-of-pocket

expenses may also be ordered.

3. Plea bargaining is generallY thought to be. aq,ap-

propriate in spouse a4ault cases WS in other pe-isonal,

confrontation cases. The advantages to be coW..algre41
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in plea bargaining are that it mhy expedite the case

and thus conserve scarce prosecutorial and judicial

rqeources, may cause the abuser to admit that his

acts are wrong, may allow the abuser to pArtiCipate

in and agree to the recommended remedy, and may spare

the victim from e oNdea1 of court proceedAgs. The

primary disadvanrge is that the reduction of the

charge may unduly depreciate the seriousness of the

offense. For example, reducing a serious felony such

as assault with intent to kill to assault with a

dangerous weapon might be acceptable. However, re-

ducing such crimes to misdemeanors woulcl not.

Reduction of charges is particularly inappropriate

in cases involving a history of abuse, very sorious,

injury and risk of future assault.

VI. WHAT *FECTIVE ALTERNATIVES TO PROSECUTION ARE AVAILABLE?
4

Are Alternatives to Prosecilition Desirable? 'It isrgenerakly

conceded that prosecution is not the most appropriate response

to all spotre abuse cases. While prosecution is necessary in;certafn ca4es, in others another form of effecLve intervention

may be desira$1e.

A. Civii Remedies

-Among t e available civil remedies, such as divorce, suit ;

fn tort and/victim compensation, it is agreed that injunétive
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relief is the only one Which has the potential for providing

both protection to the victim and deterrence to the abuser.

This relief consists of protective orders which may mandate

that the assailant stay away from the victim, and vacate the

home.
.1

An injunction-may Also order counseling and dettrmine

child cusOdy and visitation. Preliminary injunctions, which

generally are-issued upon application of the victim and after.

a .hearing at which the vitim must show threatened or actual

harm, are available to afford emergency relief. Most juris-

diction provide enforCement through civil or criminal con-

tempt procee0ings.
A

If made available and enforced, these orders might pro-

vide .effep.tive relief'to battered spouses. However, the ex-

periehce'of most jurisdictions is that the orders are not
.

enforced and'therefore neither deter abusers nor protect vic-
,

tims. Ins'tead,they reinforce the widespread attitude that bat-

tering Of .one's spouse'is acceptable'behavior and will not be

punisl)ed-1?y the legal system.

Ono barrier.to the effectiveness of protective orders is

the failure of police'officers to arrest for violation Of the

order. The failure to arrest is partialy based on stat4ory;

'requiremehts-which permiti arrest only when tViolent acts

are. committed in the presehce of the officeror upon a pre-
,'

viously issued warrant both of which rarely occur in spouse

assApl cases.,4

14
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A response to the problem is ledislation which authorizes

warrantless arr;st f6r violation of an orderie there is prob-

able caus'e, regardlt)ss'of the presence of an officer. While'
.

there iAl-yet no study fully evaluating the effectiveness of
4
4 .S'uch lOislation, reports from Pennsylvan.ia indicate thlat offi-

tceAS apprecia.te thakclear authority to arrest and have begun

to do so for violation of prot ve orr. In some j s-

dictions, t 'bipader usagelo. citi s Arrest by ley Of a-,

victim's com laint signed on the spot might suffide.

,Judges)also con ribute to the ineffectiveness of civil
// .

orders. They are oft.n reluctant td issue orders of prote.c-
V A%

tion or to enfOike them by punishing the violator with contempt

citations and-sentences, because of the f9-milial nature of

the crime and the economiw-dependence of'the abused on the

-abuser. Education and pressure on the judiciary are needed

toNtake protecil.ive,orders avaijable and enforceable.

The confererice participants agreed that prosecutors should

take a public position in favor of improving the effectiveness

of protective ol-ders, in order both to provide an effective

remedy and to reduce pressurefon the criminal systeiyi. ,The par-
/ \

ticipants endorsed the followinlg suggestions as specific ways

to improve the effectiveness of protctive orders,:

1. Pkosecutors.should take an active role ln educa-

ting judges to. the problem o'f spouse akse and,

to the need for protective orders.

2. Greater access to' legal services by battered spouses

is needed.
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3. Orders of protecticl and'access to'court Should be

available regardless of.income. .

!

4. Orders should not be conOitioned u on divorce or

separation.

S. Orders should be available 24 houks day, 7 days

a week.

6. Orders should be clear and specific. ¶iey should

be avaiIabl in bflingual form wh re propriate.-

7. (-)ders sh6uld be aailable ex parte for imMediate

emergency relief.

8. A.hearing should be held in 24 IC, 72 hours after
lit

issuance of an ex parte order.

9. The ocder should be served,on the offending spouse

by an authority figure, such as a marshall or police

officer,and not by the victim or a neighbor.

10. Wlie.mr-not already available, legislation should be

initiated authorizing police officer's upon probable

cause, o make a warrantless arrest for violii-tion of

an order'and providing f6r police immunity for*flse

arrest,
A

11. Similarly, 1egislation may.be needed to allow for

an .order.of eviction of the abuser7frOff:the home,

regardless of property rightS.t'

12. -A rOi/itxy of:orders of.p eaion should be kept

ett the police stEttiOndiTor the following purposes:
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a. t6 provide police with evidence that the or,d9r

was issued.
A

b. to,provide prosecutors and judges in certain

cases with evidence that orders of protection'

have been previously issued and violated and

that prosecution is appropriate.

c. to provide statistics as evidence of the effec-

tiveness of such relief.

B. Dispute Resolution

Dispute resolution.is not a new response to spouse abuse,

but its past application has been limited to informal concili-

ation efforts bY police officers and prosecutoks and is_generally

thought of as ineffective. Mediation and/or arbitration are oth-:'

er form/s of dispute resolution which are more structured re-110,

sponses to spouse assault, but whose effectiveness has not yet

been evaluated. Mediation requires a third party to help the

disputing parties work out a resolution to their problem, while

arbitration requires the th.ird party to impose a settlement on

the.disputipg parties. It is generally agreed that people are

more likely to adhere to an agreement which they themselves

drew up, and ,therefore mediation is a more appropriate response

9
to spouse ossault, Mediation is not seen ap a panacea to the

problem of spouse assault,, but a resolution that pay be effective

in certain instances.

tr
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1. $11,).1 ro riatt? There 'is genOral
i

agreement-that mediation can only be effective if the

voluntarily agree to participate. ln order to be truly Volun-

tary, agreement Must be given with full knowledge of the nature

of the process, the possible results and the alternatives. It

is also accepted that mediation is particularly appropriate

whe're the ,parties envision a continuing relationship and must

establish agreement as to how to relate in a non-violent manner.

Certainfactors are considered as indicators that media-
\
4

tion would probably not be effective. It is generally agreed

that mediation would be less appropriate for more severe of-

fenses, but there are divergent views as to whether-all felonies

should be excluded from the mediation process or whether prosecu-

tors should retain discretion with a bias against mediation. A

long history of battering is another indicator that mediation

would be ineffective. It was felt, however, that mediation could

still be useful if desired by both parties, although there has

been violence between the couple for years.

2. HOW,Does the Mediation Process Differ from the Crimi-

nal Process? The criminal proce'gs seeks to make a deermina-
,

tion of guilt or innocence as to particulAr criminal a6is and
,v

does not attempt to- resolve the underlying problem between.lhe

parties. Mediation;On the other hand,does not require a finding

of 9ui1 t.or fault,:and'the'parties attempt to reach an aigreement

tO insura that certain' conduct will not redur.

40
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ad
There is strong feeling that spouse ass (t cases cannot

. , \be resolved without nn admission of fault by the abuser. Those
, who would requirp an admission of fault are concerned that the

abuser will nevel4 realize the wrongfulness of his acts and
-

\ wili continue to abuse his spouse if noe required to make
4

such a statement. They feel that a pledge to stop the violence
a

must precede the bargaining session. )Cotherwise, the dominant/

submissive nature of their relationship cOuld lead to the al-

ready abused spouse having to bargain for physical safety to

....\which she 'has a legal right_

Persons trained in mediation argue that orie of their duties

'Is to equalize the power. position of the parties in the media-

ion process. They often do this in Aisputes between employers

nd employees, and between landlords ao tenants, for example.

Fur!hermore, when a case is diverted from a prosecutor's office,

the defendant's power position vis a vis his wife is apt

to be neutralized by the fact.that he is subject to prosecufion.

3. What is the Responsibility of the Prosecutor Up9n

fireakdown of Mediation or Violation of One of-t e erms of the

Mediation Agreement?. Follow-up and evaluation are 41113bYtant

aspects of iny mediation process. It is felt that I periodic
/

follow-up for one year.after the agreement is reached is funda-
)

mentak,_tO compliance. .Thereis disagreeTent, however, as to
,

k

the prosecutor's role in the follow-up. Many belieVe thpt the

prosecutor should retain juri/sdiction over the casel- or up to*
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a year and prosecute upon failure to mediate.or a recurrance of

the vtofencA.'

There is some concernthat prosecutoro will be accused of

holding criminal prosecution over a person's head to achieve a

favorable settlement of private rights gulch as child custody,

visitation and other questions which may be incorporated in the

mediation agreement. Those favoring retention pf jurisdiction

feel that this is not a valid concern because prosecutors would

odly reenter the case if anottier assault occured. Other provisions

could be enforced as a contract by a civil court. It was generally

agreed that the threat of prosecution was otherwise positive

and permissible leverage'to use in having the parties reach an

agreement as to how they will resolve the abuse problem.

C. Social Services

It is recognized that social services and community agencies

provide housing, financial and counseling.services which arel
4

necessary to the battered victim and..mhicti the legal system cannot
ji

provide. -It is therefore the prosecutor's responsibility to I

. #investigate the existence ,of resources available in Ile Community,

And to develop a cooperatie relationship W-4h, as well as a

referral process to, such resources. The prosecuLon canialso be

4T1 Oyocate ayld catalyst for development of social services to

SUN:Sort vitims of domestic abusil.
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CONCLUSION

/The prosqcutors attending the conference endort;led the,

premise of the LEAA FaMily Violence,Program that spouse-abuse'

is a crime and that pi-osecutors have the aame responsibility

to respond effectively to spouse abpse cases as, they have with

other crimes. ,Their general responsibility encompaqses

retwon4ing to the immediate needs of the individual victims

as well as pursuing long-range strategies to prevent and

'control crime. Both goals are furthered by the development

.of a\Fomprensive approach whicii integrates traditipnal

_onpecution of individual cases mdth public education, support

ervices and links to dommuniq resources.

Spouse abuse cases have always posed problems because

prosecutors are typically faced with a large number-of,cases

and have limited resources. Spouse abu'icases are also
/

pifficult to prosecute because victim- itnesses, vulnerable

to attack pending trial and lacking support services, often

drop out before trial. There are rarely 7her witnesses to

such as'saults, and medical proof of injuries may not be

available. Judges and juries, insensitive to the ci-ime and

concerned about the falial nature of the offense, often

rer e to convict. Support services and alternatives to

P\

rosscUtion for victims may be/raveiilable or ineffective.,
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a result, refusal to prosecute Such,cases has been the

traditional response.

st.Prosecbtors are becoming more aware of the extent and

severity of spouse abuse and the consequent heed for an

effective legal response to the problem. There is also

increased understanding of the factors which have traditionally

made prosecution difiicult. For example, knowledge that

witness noncooperation is often caused by low self-esteem,

embarassment, economic dependence, fear of retaliation 'and

,lack of alternative housing points to the meed for victim

services. Similarly the attitude of the legal system that

spouse abuse is not a crime but a family matter is subject

to chan e through education/ In'their se rch-for answers,

som rosecutors are experimenting with new rms of victim

i 1supt:3ort services, alternatives to prosecUtion such as mediation,

and social servicd referral systems. The experiments are still"

neW, few in number and largely unevaluated.

6!'
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